Camp Molly Lauman
Geocache and Letterbox
Guide

Welcome to Camp Molly Lauman!
Are you ready for geocaching and letterboxing? Make sure you
know the following before you go!
• Make sure you have all the equipment you’ll need.
⮕ compass
⮕ GPS
⮕ water bottle
⮕ snack
• Dress for the weather. Always check the forecast before a day
outside to ensure you’re dressed for the weather. Depending on
the conditions, make sure you have rain gear or sunscreen.
• Make a reservation. Even if you are only spending the day walking
the grounds, you’ll need a reservation, so we know who is on
camp property. To make a reservation, go to
www.gsoh.org/reservations.
• Return all geocaches and letterboxes to the exact location where
you found them. If a cache or box is missing, please email
camp@g1soh.org and let us know which one is missing so we can
fix the problem.
• To see the full list of requirements for the Geocaching and
Letterboxing patches visit https://www.gsoh.org/councils-own.

Found all the geocaches and letterboxes at camp? Look for
caches and letterboxes at these nearby locations:
• http://letterboxing.org/BoxView.php?boxnum=6361
• http://letterboxing.org/BoxView.php?boxnum=6469
• http://letterboxing.org/BoxView.php?boxnum=7731
• http://letterboxing.org/BoxView.php?boxnum=64980
Want to find more? Visit: http://letterboxing.org and search for
more letterboxes in your area!

Camp Molly Lauman Geocaches
Cache Name

Difficulty 1-3 e Terrain 1-5 e

Welcome
to Camp!
CML1
N 38° 55.675’
W083° 03.930’

ee

e
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Pioneer Trees
CML3
N38° 55.479’
W083° 03.911’

ee

eeeee

Between Two
Units
CML4
N38° 55.628’
W083° 03.891’
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A trail between two
tent units in the
main camp.

ee
Shhh... it’s a secret!

Can You Keep
a Secret?
CML6
N38° 55.669’
W083° 03.815’

Close to Pioneer
tent unit.

Back by Wildwood,
but not quite there.

Have You Hit
a Wall?
CML5
N38° 55.627
W083° 04.026’

It’s close to the
main parking lot
at Camp Molly
Lauman.
Across from
Lightfoot.

Left of
Lightfoot Lodge
CML2
N 38° 55.589’
W083° 03.611’

Hint
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Camp Molly Lauman Letterboxes
Name

Welcome to
Camp!

Left of
Lightfoot Lodge

Compass Required?

Description
Stand at the picnic table next to Century with your back to the camp
office. Walk straight forward until you are standing in the middle of the
parking lot (but still have Century directly behind you). Turn 90 degrees to
your left. Walk straight to the end of the parking lot. You will see a small
memorial sign. Look closely in the woods just behind the sign. Do you see
anything else?
From the edge of the parking lot, furthest away from the camp office
(where it meets the driveway), walk down the driveway towards the pool.
Walk past the pool and archery range. When you reach the driveway
to Lightfoot, stop and look to your left for two trees growing very close
together (in the shape of a Y). Do you see anything near those trees?

Pioneer Trees

Start with the pool house to your back. Follow the trail from the pool
house to the main trail that runs from Hodge Podge Lodge to Brechner.
When you reach the main trail, turn right (towards Woodlands). Once you
reach Woodlands, turn right and head up the gravel road towards Pioneer.
Just before you reach Pioneer, you’ll notice a small clearing on your right
called The Grove. Look at the display board to the left of the sign. Can you
find it?

Between Two
Units

Continue into Pioneer. Walk through the unit with the Unit Kitchen at
your back. When you reach the tents on the far side, look for a trail in the
woods. Follow the trail down the hill (watch your step!) into Shawnee.
When you see the yurts for Shawnee, turn left and walk into the unit
(past the Latrines on your right). Follow the gravel driveway onto the
main road of camp and stop (don’t turn just yet, keep Shawnee at your
back). Look directly across the road to the trees. There’s a small trail
there! Follow it about halfway and look on your right. Is there something
there?

Have You Hit
a Wall?

Head back the way you came onto the main camp road across from
Shawnee. Turn right and follow the camp road to Ashgrove. With
Ashgrove on your left, follow the camp road as it winds towards
Wildwood. Go past the new Latrines on your left and look at the old
Latrines on your right. A trail on your right leads back into the woods just
before you reach Wildwood. Follow this trail until you come to a Challenge
Course element that looks like a giant tower in the woods. On the back
side of the tower is something you’re looking for!

Can You Keep
a Secret?

Exit the woods near the Challenge Course the way you came in and follow
the camp road past the Latrines, Dogwood, and Shawnee. After you pass
Shawnee, you’ll see a gravel road on your left. Take this gravel road that
will lead you to Lumberjack. Once you’re standing next to Lumberjack
Unit Kitchen (with it on your left), walk straight forward through the
unit until you reach the Latrines (they’re partially hidden in the woods).
Follow the trail into the woods to the Latrines. With the Latrines on your
right, walk straight into the woods. Take ten normal-sized walking steps
and turn 90 degrees to your right. Walk straight forward. Keep walking in
this general direction until you see the Secret Spot! Look under the front
benches!

